MINUTES OF THE FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON Thursday 3rd March 2016- 9.15
am, Ocean room
Present: Gill Lythgoe, Sonia Laurens, Kate Dodds, Emma Hayman, Natalie
Richards, Jo Hall, Lucy Sheppard Fidler, Kelly Wilcox, Lisa Meadows, Amanda
Cartwright,
Apologies: Rachel Evans, Rhiannon Bennet, Vicky Pullen
ACTION
th

Minutes of 4 February
2. Matters Arising.
Bags to school- JD not so happy about bags being left inside school
gate for a long time. Could be dropped on outside of gate.
GL to arrange and try to get bags/stickers out before Easter for
collection date soon after holidays.

GL

Buddy Benches- JD not keen on painting due to maintenance, happy
to have a plaque…to investigate
GL mentioned feedback about quality/ investment of reading books
(raised at last meeting) to JD. She was horrified as each class room
now has beautiful reading corners from the Usbourne project. JD
reiterated that any issues like this should go through Parent Council/
box in reception NOT the PTA
Items not discussed review next time:
- Class links- JW not designing poster- needs to be picked up by
someone else
-

External notice board nursery/reception. (GL got some prices,
approx. £200-300 for a board 8xA4 size. GL thought expensive.
Look on eBay etc. to see if can get a second hand one/
cheaper.)
3. Fashion Show
Despite not hitting threshold Love Labels still happy to proceed.
Models to be contacted re ‘what to bring’

GL

Cake bakers emailed again to let them know the show is on, but
understand if too late for them to commit with the uncertainty
yesterday. Cakes to be left in KS2 library Friday morning- GL to pick
up.

GL

4. Easter
No available days for dress down prior to Easter (school has another
event)
Tesco hadn’t been very helpful with offers (but are trying to get us a
voucher towards help)
KD to source 200 eggs

-

Speak to co-op re a large prize egg
Posters/ Tickets £1.50- KD mock up sample
Stalls
- Raffle- make hamper baskets
Donations- approach The Entertainer, Mollies, Panda Blue
(GL to amend letter)
- Coconut shy- KD look for large plastic eggs
- How many eggs in Jar- KW to sort
- Splat Mr Nodder- KW to ask
- “Shrinkies”- EH to ask Rainbow pie
- Lucky Dip- KD to source
- Eggs in a tray
SL to source plastic/polystyrene eggs
KD has spot stickers (already have 5x6 tray)
Prizes- speak to AC Bookers?
KD exhibition tent for refreshments
SL to get hot chocolate
GL ‘hot’ cups
Cup Cakes- GL contact those already agreed
Tickets selling- agreed Mon 21st-Thurs 24th
5. Communications
Facebook group- briefly discussed again. Can have a closed group
with no comments or all comments going via admin
6. T-shirts
All names agreed- order completed. GL to take to SH
5 ‘spares’ ordered in L
7. AOB
none
8. Date of Next Meeting
Easter final planning (please bring all items collected) Thursday 17th
March 9.15am at school

GL

